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• Infrared: H band accesses all major populations of the Milky Way

• High-resolution spectra: R ~ 22,500

• Public: well-documented and available for all!

• Multi-epoch: signs of unseen companions?
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ABSTRACT

This is a simple template for authors to write new MNRAS papers. The abstract should briefly
describe the aims, methods, and main results of the paper. It should be a single paragraph not
more than 250 words (200 words for Letters). No references should appear in the abstract.

Key words: binaries: close – binaries: spectroscopic – stars: rotation – stars: evolution

1 INTRODUCTION

• Discuss yet again why close period binaries are so important
to study

• Discuss how close period systems can interact with one another
even before mass transfer/Pcrit

• Paragraph on theoretical expectations for orbital synchroniza-
tion, circularization, plus gyrochronology and why it’s hard

• Mention APOGEE survey and Jamie’s estimates briefly
• Mention what we intend to study and how we have gone about

doing it, including an overview of the paper’s sections

Sample citations: Badenes et al. (2018), (e.g. Mazzola et al.
2020). Multiple citations can be joined in a simple way like Holtz-
man et al. (2015, 2018).

2 SAMPLE SELECTION

Discuss the APOGEE data here as well as Jamie’s method for esti-
mating E sin 8 values. Fig. 1 should be referenced here.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Stellar multiplicity seen through �RVmax and E sin 8

Introduce equations 1-3 and then show Figs. 2-3.
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Refer back to them as e.g. equation (2).

3.2 Stellar multiplicity, rotation, and ages

Here’s where we discuss the Kraft break and trends we expect to
see with age, referencing Fig. 4 before concluding.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The last numbered section should briefly summarise what has been
done, and describe the final conclusions which the authors draw
from their work.

© 2021 The Authors
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spectroscopy through the entire Galactic plane, SDSS-V will also significantly expand the spectro-
scopic census of young stars in the MW, characterizing their masses, ages, multiplicity, etc., thus
painting a global picture of the “recent Galaxy.”

Fig. 3.— Evolution of SDSS in-plane Galactic target density: Midplane target surface density of the recent
APOGEE DR14 catalog (left) and MWM’s Galactic Genesis Survey (GGS; right). The maps show a face-on schematic
of the Milky Way (credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/R. Hurt) beneath target density contours. The Sun is located 8 kpc from
the center of the Galaxy, at (X ,Y = �8.0,0.0). Light gray contours show areas with observed/anticipated stars at
surface densities <10 per (100 pc)2; colored contours follow the colorbar. These contours only contain stars within
500 pc of the midplane, summing to 1.5⇥ 105 in APOGEE DR14 and 3.6⇥ 106 stars in GGS. For APOGEE, we
show stars with distances reported in the APOGEE DR14 Distance Value Added Catalog, which represent ⇠95% of
all main survey targets. We note that ongoing APOGEE-2 observations will fill in the fourth quadrant of the Galaxy.
Distance distributions for SDSS-V targets were calculated using a mock GGS observation of the Galaxia model of the
MW (Sharma et al. 2011) and a 3D extinction map (Bovy et al. 2016).

MWM will take advantage of several factors to produce this remarkable data set: Gaia pho-
tometry and astrometry, the all-sky coverage of SDSS-V, the rapid target allocation enabled by the
robotic fiber positioner (Section 3.1), the APOGEE spectrographs’ IR wavelength coverage and
resolution, the large FOV of the APO and LCO telescopes (Section 3.1), and novel spectral analy-
sis techniques. GGS’s rapid, wide-angle survey mode is enabled by its focus on bright (H < 11),
yet intrinsically luminous (and thus distant) sources. These include variable star distance indica-
tors such as Cepheids and Mira variables (cataloged by, e.g., VVV; Minniti et al. 2010), which
fall within GGS’s magnitude limits even when in the disk beyond the bulge. GGS’s immediate
product will be a Galactic census of stellar orbits, ages, and detailed abundances as a function of
three-dimensional position across the entire Milky Way disk and bulge. GGS will collect spectra

Kollmeier+2017

fiber plugplate infrastructure on the 2.5 m Irénée du Pont
Telescope at LCO; APOGEE-2S observations concluded in
2021 January. A full overview of the APOGEE-1 scientific
portfolio and operations was given in Majewski et al. (2017),
and a parallel overview for APOGEE-2 is forthcoming
(S. Majewski et al. 2022, in preparation).

The APOGEE data in DR17 encompass all SDSS-III
APOGEE-1 and SDSS-IV APOGEE-2 observations acquired
with both instruments from the start of operations at APO in
SDSS-III (2011 September) through the conclusion of SDSS-
IV operations at APO and LCO (in 2020 November and 2021
January, respectively). Compared to the previous APOGEE
data release (DR16), DR17 contains roughly two additional
years of observations in both hemispheres; this doubles the
number of targets observed from APOGEE-2S (see Table 1).

DR17 contains APOGEE data and information for 657,135
unique targets, with 372,458 of these (57%) as part of the main
red star sample that uses a simple selection function based on
dereddened colors and magnitudes (for more details, see
Zasowski et al. 2013, 2017). The primary data products are as
follows: (1) reduced-visit and visit-combined spectra, (2)
radial-velocity measurements, (3) atmospheric parameters
(eight in total), and (4) individual element abundances (up to
20 species). Approximately 2.6 million individual visit-spectra
are included in DR17; 399,505 sources have three or more
visits (54%), and 35,009 sources (5%) have ten or more visits.

The final APOGEE survey map is shown in Figure 2, where
each circle represents a single field that is color-coded by
survey phase: APOGEE-1 (cyan), APOGEE-2N (blue), or
APOGEE-2S (red). The difference in field of view (FOV)
between APOGEE-N and APOGEE-S is visible by the size of
the symbol, with each APOGEE-S field spanning 2.8 deg2 and
APOGEE-N spanning 7 deg2 (for the instrument descriptions,

see Wilson et al. 2019). Those fields with any new data in
DR17 are encircled in black; the new data can be either fields
observed for the first time or fields receiving additional epochs.
The irregular high Galactic-latitude coverage is largely due to
piggyback co-observing with MaNGA during dark time.
Notably, these cooperative operations resulted in observations
of an additional 162,817 targets, or 22% of the total DR17
targets (∼30% of targets in APOGEE-2), which is a
comparable number of targets as were observed in all of
APOGEE-1.
A different visualization of the final field plan is given in

Figure 3, where now each field is color-coded by the number of
unique stars targeted in each field. APOGEE plates have 300
fibers, but APOGEE targeting uses a cohorting strategy by
which exposure is accumulated over many visits for the faintest
targets in a field, while brighter targets are swapped in and out
over time (for a schematic see Zasowski et al. 2013, Figure 1
therein). Moreover, some fields were included in multiple
programs, like those in the Kepler footprint, and as many as
1600 unique targets were accommodated in a single 7 deg2

APOGEE-2N field over the full span of the APOGEE-1 and
APOGEE-2 observing programs.
Extensive descriptions of the target selection and strategy are

found in Zasowski et al. (2013) for APOGEE-1 and in
Zasowski et al. (2017) for APOGEE-2. Details about the final
target selection schemes used for APOGEE-2N and APOGEE-
2S, which evolved over time, are presented in Beaton et al.
(2021) and Santana et al. (2021), respectively.

4.1. DR17 Sample Highlights

DR17 represents the culmination of the APOGEE-2 program
(and, indeed, all of APOGEE) and presents a number of large,
focused subsamples that are worth noting briefly. DR17

Figure 2. The DR17 final APOGEE sky coverage shown in Galactic coordinates with fields color-coded by the survey phase in which the field was observed:
APOGEE-1 (cyan), APOGEE-2N (blue), and APOGEE-2S (red). The fiber plugplates used with the APOGEE-N spectrograph have a 7 square degree field of view
while those used with the APOGEE-S spectrograph have a 2.8 square degree field of view. Those fields with any new observations in DR17 are highlighted with a
black outline.
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RV Curves – Sparsely-Sampled + ΔRVmax

Problem: Survey Planning
Getting spectra for hundreds of thousands 
of stars means you can’t get targeted RVs 
for most of them.
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Problem: Survey Planning
Getting spectra for hundreds of thousands 
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Problem: It’s Complicated…
Multiplicity statistics are strong functions 
of the intrinsic and evolutionary 
properties of stars…and they are not 
independent of each other.
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Collaborative Research: Finding the Double Sunsets –

Stellar Multiplicity Across the Milky Way Halo

1 Intellectual Merit

1.1 The Opportunity: Stellar Multiplicity With Multiplexed Spectrographs

The giant twin suns of Tatooine slowly disappear behind a distant dune range.
– From the script of Star Wars. George Lucas, 1977.

The iconic image of Luke Skywalker against the double sunset of Tatooine is set ‘a long time ago in
a galaxy far, far away’. But where are the double sunsets in our own Milky Way? Stellar multiplicity

remains a fundamental question in astrophysics. It plays a key role in star formation (Krumholz et al.,
2012; Bate, 2014), stellar evolution (Hurley et al., 2002; Paxton et al., 2015), the search for habitable
planets (Holman & Wiegert, 1999; Jaime et al., 2014), the chemical evolution of galaxies (Kobayashi
et al., 2006), the study of unresolved stellar populations (Conroy, 2013; Stanway et al., 2016), and
dynamical inferences about the dark matter content of nearby dwarf galaxies (McConnachie & Cote, 2010;
Martinez et al., 2010; Spencer et al., 2017). Interacting binary systems, where mass transfer leads to
deviations from single stellar evolution, give rise to many astrophysical transients, including the broad
class of post-Common Envelope (CE) binaries (Schreiber & Gaensicke, 2003; Ivanova et al., 2013b):
cataclysmic variables, classical novae, AM CVn systems, high- and low-mass X-ray binaries, supersoft
X-ray sources, some (possibly most) gamma-ray bursts, all Type Ia and many core collapse supernova
(SN) progenitors, and the majority of gravitational wave sources in the LIGO and LISA frequency ranges.
Ultimately, we cannot understand these phenomena without finding the double sunsets – or, to be more
prosaic, without detailed knowledge of the statistics of stellar multiplicity: the frequency of stellar

companions (multiplicity frequency, fm), and the distributions of orbital periods (f (P), with

fm=
R
f (P)dP), mass ratios (f (q), with q = Msec/Mprim), and eccentricities (f (e)) - see Figure 1.

The characterization of stellar multiplicity is a challenging problem, because multiplicity statistics are

strong functions of the intrinsic and evolutionary properties of stars, and they are not independent

of each other – i.e., f(P,q, e) 6= f(P)f(q)f(e) (see Moe & Di Stefano, 2017, for a discussion). In the

Figure 1: The statistics of stellar multi-

plicity. Solid lines show values for Sun-like
main sequence (MS) stars in the Solar
neighborhood (Moe & Di Stefano, 2017).
Upper right: Period distribution, f (P),
lognormal with µlogP = 5.0 and �logP = 2.3.
Lower left: Mass ratio distribution, f (q), flat
with an excess fraction of twins at q ⇠ 1.
Lower right: The eccentricity distribution
is often assumed uniform between 0 and
emax(P) =

p
1 � (Pcirc/P)2/3, with Pcirc the

circularization period (Mazeh, 2008).

We will explore deviations from these

values in the field (illustrated with dotted

lines), their mutual correlations, and their

dependance on stellar properties like mass,

log(g), [Fe/H], and [↵/H].

𝑓(P, q, e) ≠ 𝑓 P 𝑓 q 𝑓(e)

NSF Grant AST-1909022
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To constrain multiplicity in a complex multivariate space of stellar 
properties, we need large samples of well-measured stars.

Collaborative Research: Finding the Double Sunsets –
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deviations from single stellar evolution, give rise to many astrophysical transients, including the broad
class of post-Common Envelope (CE) binaries (Schreiber & Gaensicke, 2003; Ivanova et al., 2013b):
cataclysmic variables, classical novae, AM CVn systems, high- and low-mass X-ray binaries, supersoft
X-ray sources, some (possibly most) gamma-ray bursts, all Type Ia and many core collapse supernova
(SN) progenitors, and the majority of gravitational wave sources in the LIGO and LISA frequency ranges.
Ultimately, we cannot understand these phenomena without finding the double sunsets – or, to be more
prosaic, without detailed knowledge of the statistics of stellar multiplicity: the frequency of stellar

companions (multiplicity frequency, fm), and the distributions of orbital periods (f (P), with
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of each other – i.e., f(P,q, e) 6= f(P)f(q)f(e) (see Moe & Di Stefano, 2017, for a discussion). In the

Figure 1: The statistics of stellar multi-

plicity. Solid lines show values for Sun-like
main sequence (MS) stars in the Solar
neighborhood (Moe & Di Stefano, 2017).
Upper right: Period distribution, f (P),
lognormal with µlogP = 5.0 and �logP = 2.3.
Lower left: Mass ratio distribution, f (q), flat
with an excess fraction of twins at q ⇠ 1.
Lower right: The eccentricity distribution
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emax(P) =

p
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We will explore deviations from these

values in the field (illustrated with dotted

lines), their mutual correlations, and their

dependance on stellar properties like mass,

log(g), [Fe/H], and [↵/H].
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Our Solution: Don’t fit RV curves —
just use the data you have!

Nov. 15, 2022

ΔRV!"# = RV!"# − RV!$%

𝜎!!"#$% =
𝑓"#$%& (1 − 𝑓"#$%&)

N'('%)
𝑓"#$%& =

N*"#&$' + , -. /()

N'('%)
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→ Simulate a sample of single and binary stars using observational distributions

→ Sample their RV curves based on real APOGEE visit cadences

Nov. 15, 2022 CMD — ImBaSE 2022

RV Curves – Sparsely-Sampled + ΔRVmax
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• Low ΔRVmax “core” dominated by single stars (gray) + long-period binaries

Nov. 15, 2022 CMD — ImBaSE 2022

RV Curves – Sparsely-Sampled + ΔRVmax
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• Low ΔRVmax “core” dominated by single stars (gray) + long-period binaries

• High-ΔRVmax “tail” dominated by short-period binaries 

Nov. 15, 2022 CMD — ImBaSE 2022

RV Curves – Sparsely-Sampled + ΔRVmax
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• Low ΔRVmax “core” dominated by single stars (gray) + long-period binaries

• High-ΔRVmax “tail” dominated by short-period binaries 

• Choose a threshold ΔRVmax value to define RV variability
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• Low ΔRVmax “core” dominated by single stars (gray) + long-period binaries

• High-ΔRVmax “tail” dominated by short-period binaries 

• Choose a threshold ΔRVmax value to define RV variability
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SDSS-IV: APOGEE-2 – Data

Nov. 15, 2022

APOGEE RVs, Teff, log(g)

v sin(i) : ASPCAP value + 
extra rotation fit 

by Jamie’s pipeline
[Tayar+2015, Dixon+2020]

Daher+22
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APOGEE RVs, Teff, log(g)

v sin(i) : ASPCAP value + 
extra rotation fit 

by Jamie’s pipeline
[Tayar+2015, Dixon+2020]

Masses, distances, and 
ages from isochrone fits

[Sanders & Das 2018]

Daher+22
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APOGEE RVs, Teff, log(g)

v sin(i) : ASPCAP value + 
extra rotation fit 

by Jamie’s pipeline
[Tayar+2015, Dixon+2020]

Masses, distances, and 
ages from isochrone fits

[Sanders & Das 2018]

SB2s identified in Marina’s 
CCF analysis removed
[Mazzola+2020, Kounkel+2021]

Daher+22
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APOGEE RVs, Teff, log(g)

v sin(i) : ASPCAP value + 
extra rotation fit 

by Jamie’s pipeline
[Tayar+2015, Dixon+2020]

Masses, distances, and 
ages from isochrone fits

[Sanders & Das 2018]

SB2s identified in Marina’s 
CCF analysis removed
[Mazzola+2020, Kounkel+2021] Daher+22

Red Giants: 2,786

Dwarfs/Subgiants: 24,496
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orbital circularization in the RGB. The maximum eccentricity
allowed at any period above Pcirc is limited by angular
momentum conservation, and can be approximated as

e
P
P

1.0 4max
circ

2 3
= - ⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠ ( )

(Mazeh 2008), which has been shown to be in good agreement
with Kepler observations of “heartbeat stars” (Shporer
et al. 2016). Note that the period exponents in Equations (2)
and (4) cancel out, therefore the maximum ΔRVpp remains
constant for periods above Pcirc (horizontal blue and red lines in
Figure 7). In practice, however, ΔRVmax values close to this

theoretical upper limit for highly eccentric systems are hard to
observe at periods much longer than Pcirc because (1) there is a
limit to the temporal baseline that can be probed in any RV
survey, (2) systems with e∼emax are rare, and (3) at high
eccentricities it becomes increasingly difficult to capture the
full dynamic range of RV with a sparse sampling, since most of
the variation happens in a brief time interval close to periastron.
In any case, orbital eccentricities will break down the simple
relationship between P and ΔRVpp shown in Equation (2) for
periods longer than Pcirc.
To help visualize the effects of the APOGEE sampling on

the distribution of ΔRVmax, we have added an inset to Figure 7
that shows the fraction of stars that could in principle probe the
full value of ΔRVpp, because they have temporal baselines
longer than half a given period. The temporal baselines of
individual APOGEE targets range between 0.8 and 1043 days,
with a median of 40 days. The fraction of targets that can fully
sample the maximum RV range as a function of period falls
rapidly above log P∼1.7, but it remains above 10% at
log P∼2.8, which is the value of Pcrit at the tip of the RGB for
systems with 1Me primaries. There are no large systematic
variations of the distribution of temporal baselines or the
number of visits with either log g or metallicity in our
APOGEE targets.

3.3. Measurement Errors and Multiple Systems

Even though the APOGEE data reduction pipeline reports
RV errors below 0.1 km s 1- (Nidever et al. 2015), Cottaar et al.
(2014) found evidence that these errors might be under-
estimated by as much as a factor ∼3. TheΔRVmax distributions
measured by APOGEE also indicate that either the average RV
errors are larger than reported by the pipeline or there is an
additional source of scatter in the individual RV measurements.

Figure 5. Distribution of ΔRVmax values for APOGEE stars in our main sample (gray dots) and RC sample (dark red dots) as a function of log g. The solid lines
indicate the maximum value of ΔRVmax (for q = 1 and i=90°) at the critical period for RLOF in stars of 0.5 (green), 1 (red), and 2 (blue) Me as a function of log g.
The position of the tip of the RGB (the lowest value of log g) in MIST models of solar metallicity is indicated by the terminal symbols for 1 and 2 Me stars.

Figure 6. Cumulative histograms of ΔRVmax for eight log g bins in the main
sample, covering the range between the MS and the tip of the RGB (colored
plots), plus the RC catalog (gray plot).
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1 INTRODUCTION

• Discuss yet again why close period binaries are so important
to study

• Discuss how close period systems can interact with one another
even before mass transfer/Pcrit

• Paragraph on theoretical expectations for orbital synchroniza-
tion, circularization, plus gyrochronology and why it’s hard

• Mention APOGEE survey and Jamie’s estimates briefly
• Mention what we intend to study and how we have gone about

doing it, including an overview of the paper’s sections

Sample citations: Badenes et al. (2018), (e.g. Mazzola et al.
2020). Multiple citations can be joined in a simple way like Holtz-
man et al. (2015, 2018).

2 SAMPLE SELECTION

Discuss the APOGEE data here as well as Jamie’s method for esti-
mating E sin 8 values. Fig. 1 should be referenced here.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Stellar multiplicity seen through �RVmax and E sin 8

Introduce equations 1-3 and then show Figs. 2-3.
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Refer back to them as e.g. equation (2).

3.2 Stellar multiplicity, rotation, and ages

Here’s where we discuss the Kraft break and trends we expect to
see with age, referencing Fig. 4 before concluding.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The last numbered section should briefly summarise what has been
done, and describe the final conclusions which the authors draw
from their work.
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(Mazeh 2008), which has been shown to be in good agreement
with Kepler observations of “heartbeat stars” (Shporer
et al. 2016). Note that the period exponents in Equations (2)
and (4) cancel out, therefore the maximum ΔRVpp remains
constant for periods above Pcirc (horizontal blue and red lines in
Figure 7). In practice, however, ΔRVmax values close to this

theoretical upper limit for highly eccentric systems are hard to
observe at periods much longer than Pcirc because (1) there is a
limit to the temporal baseline that can be probed in any RV
survey, (2) systems with e∼emax are rare, and (3) at high
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full dynamic range of RV with a sparse sampling, since most of
the variation happens in a brief time interval close to periastron.
In any case, orbital eccentricities will break down the simple
relationship between P and ΔRVpp shown in Equation (2) for
periods longer than Pcirc.
To help visualize the effects of the APOGEE sampling on

the distribution of ΔRVmax, we have added an inset to Figure 7
that shows the fraction of stars that could in principle probe the
full value of ΔRVpp, because they have temporal baselines
longer than half a given period. The temporal baselines of
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3.3. Measurement Errors and Multiple Systems

Even though the APOGEE data reduction pipeline reports
RV errors below 0.1 km s 1- (Nidever et al. 2015), Cottaar et al.
(2014) found evidence that these errors might be under-
estimated by as much as a factor ∼3. TheΔRVmax distributions
measured by APOGEE also indicate that either the average RV
errors are larger than reported by the pipeline or there is an
additional source of scatter in the individual RV measurements.

Figure 5. Distribution of ΔRVmax values for APOGEE stars in our main sample (gray dots) and RC sample (dark red dots) as a function of log g. The solid lines
indicate the maximum value of ΔRVmax (for q = 1 and i=90°) at the critical period for RLOF in stars of 0.5 (green), 1 (red), and 2 (blue) Me as a function of log g.
The position of the tip of the RGB (the lowest value of log g) in MIST models of solar metallicity is indicated by the terminal symbols for 1 and 2 Me stars.

Figure 6. Cumulative histograms of ΔRVmax for eight log g bins in the main
sample, covering the range between the MS and the tip of the RGB (colored
plots), plus the RC catalog (gray plot).
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ABSTRACT

This is a simple template for authors to write new MNRAS papers. The abstract should briefly
describe the aims, methods, and main results of the paper. It should be a single paragraph not
more than 250 words (200 words for Letters). No references should appear in the abstract.

Key words: binaries: close – binaries: spectroscopic – stars: rotation – stars: evolution

1 INTRODUCTION

• Discuss yet again why close period binaries are so important
to study

• Discuss how close period systems can interact with one another
even before mass transfer/Pcrit

• Paragraph on theoretical expectations for orbital synchroniza-
tion, circularization, plus gyrochronology and why it’s hard

• Mention APOGEE survey and Jamie’s estimates briefly
• Mention what we intend to study and how we have gone about

doing it, including an overview of the paper’s sections

Sample citations: Badenes et al. (2018), (e.g. Mazzola et al.
2020). Multiple citations can be joined in a simple way like Holtz-
man et al. (2015, 2018).

2 SAMPLE SELECTION

Discuss the APOGEE data here as well as Jamie’s method for esti-
mating E sin 8 values. Fig. 1 should be referenced here.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Stellar multiplicity seen through �RVmax and E sin 8

Introduce equations 1-3 and then show Figs. 2-3.

E sin 8 =
2c
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s
⌧"

6
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�RVpp =
2p
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✓
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Refer back to them as e.g. equation (2).

3.2 Stellar multiplicity, rotation, and ages

Here’s where we discuss the Kraft break and trends we expect to
see with age, referencing Fig. 4 before concluding.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The last numbered section should briefly summarise what has been
done, and describe the final conclusions which the authors draw
from their work.

© 2021 The Authors
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Figure 6. Theoretical constraints on �RVpp and v sin i assuming q = 1,
edge-on (iorb = 90�), circular orbits, perpendicular rotational axes (irot =
90�), and tidal synchronization (Porb=Prot). The diagonal lines are calculated
using equations 2-3 for P � Pcrit, where the circular point shows Pcrit and
hence the start of RLOF (equation 1). Shaded regions indicate the range
expected for 1�  irot  90�; for each point on the diagonal, follow the
shaded region straight down to see the range of expected v sin i values.
Horizontal lines emphasise the maximum v sin i expected at the start of
RLOF.

3 STELLAR MULTIPLICITY, ROTATION, AND

EVOLUTION

3.1 Rotation and log(g)

In the simplest approximation, we expect the orbital properties of
a binary to dictate its rotation period. In that case, the properties
of the orbit predict the range of allowed stellar rotation velocities,
and we can use this allowed range to interpret the distributions of
measured values and relate them to the physics of tidal interactions
in binary systems.

Assuming a star rotates as a rigid body, we can define its
rotation speed as

v sin(irot) =
2⇡
Prot

s
GM

g
sin(irot) (3)

v sin(i) / 1
Prot

s
GM

g
(4)

where g is the surface gravity, Prot is the period of rotation,
and irot is the inclination angle of the axis of rotation. This ignores
di�erential rotation, which has been observed with Kepler in single
stars (Reinhold et al. 2013; Reinhold & Gizon 2015) and more
recently in eclipsing binaries (Lurie et al. 2017; Jermyn et al. 2020).
For the sake of calculating upper limits, however, we will ignore
di�erential rotation and assume we can relate the observed rotation
speed v sin(irot) to a singular rotational period Prot via equation (3).

We distinguish between the orbital and rotational inclination
angles because it still unclear what the preferred system alignment
is (Justesen & Albrecht 2020). Neither of these angles are directly
measurable from our data, and so we will refer to our measured ro-
tation speeds as v sin i where i includes e�ects from both rotational
and orbital inclination angles.

We can relate our understanding of stellar evolution to expec-
tations for rotational synchronization by looking at the relationship
between log(g) and v sin i. As a Sun-like star ascends the RGB,
its log(g) will decrease and its radius will increase until it reaches
the TRGB. This gradually reduces the allowed range of semi-major
axes for a detached nearby companion as Pcrit for RLOF increases,
the tidal period lengthens, and the maximum v sin i decreases. In
this framework, we can calculate theoretical upper limits for mea-
sured quantities by assuming stellar masses that are representative
of our sample and combining equations (1) and (2) under these
assumptions:

(i) equal mass binary, q = 1
(ii) perpendicular rotation axis, irot = 90�
(iii) Pcrit is the minimum possible period
(iv) orbital synchronization occurring at the minimum period,

Prot=Porb=Pcrit

The resulting relationships between v sin i and log(g) are shown as
the solid lines in Fig. 4. We use solar metallicity models from the
MESA Isochrone and Stellar Tracks collaobration (MIST; Paxton
et al. 2011, 2013, 2015; Choi et al. 2016; Dotter 2016) to determine
the location of the TRGB (corresponding to the maximum radius
and lowest log(g)) for each mass, which is plotted as the terminal
symbol on each solid line. The grey squares in Fig. 4 represent the
median v sin i of the ten fastest rotators in each log(g) bin, with error
bars showing Poisson uncertainties, and the black stars indicate the
maximum observed v sin i.

3.2 Rotation and �RVmax

We now consider the joint relationship between RV variability,
stellar evolution, and stellar rotation through �RVmax, log(g), and
v sin i in Fig. 5. Starting from assumptions listed previously, we fur-
ther require an edge-on (iorb = 90�), circular (e = 0) orbit to find the
maximum �RVpp values as a function of log(g). These constraints
are shown as the diagonal lines, and the maximum �RVmax values
in our sample are nicely bounded by them, as Badenes et al. (2018)
noted with APOGEE DR13 data. The points in Fig. 5 are coloured
by v sin i and we observe a colour gradient with �RVmax: stars with
large RV variability are more likely to have large v sin i values.

To explore this relationship further, we relax our previous or-
bital synchronization condition (Prot=Porb=Pcrit) and allow the syn-
chronized period to be any value that is equal to or larger than the
critical period for RLOF (Prot=Porb�Pcrit). These assumptions lead
to the upper limits on �RVpp and v sin i shown in Fig. 6 for two
di�erent masses and two log(g) values corresponding to solar-type
main sequence (MS) and TRGB evolutionary phases. The shaded
region shows the range of expected rotation speeds if we vary irot
from 1 � 90�. The horizontal lines provide an expected upper limit
on the rotation speed for binaries with a given mass and log(g).
Note that this is not a hard upper limit, like the break-up velocity,
but is simply the point where RLOF begins and the system will
experience more complex interactions due to mass transfer.

Fig. 7 displays these constraints against the measurements for
our APOGEE dwarfs and giants. The upper left panel shows the
giants in red and the dwarfs in blue, together with the theoretical
upper limits calculated for a star with M = 1 M� , log(g)= 4.5. The
dwarfs are shown by themselves in the final panel, and the remaining
panels show the giants split into four bins in log(g).

The theoretical upper limits prove generally successful at con-
straining the data in both axes, and we recover the predicted upper
limit on v sin i as a function of log(g). From theory and Fig. 4, we
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Predictions from Gyrochronology

• Young stars can rotate at a range of 
speeds due to leftover angular 
momentum from birth.

• In isolation, older MS stars below the
Kraft break will naturally spin down 
over time.

• Rotationally synchronized MS binaries 
rapidly rotate regardless of age.

We both expect and observe an 
age-dependent correlation between 

v sin(i) and the CBF!
Daher+2022

CMD — ImBaSE 2022

Results – Gyrochronology
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Future Work – Rapid Rotators

Nov. 15, 2022

Possibly sub-subgiants [Geller+17a, 
Leiner+17, Geller+17b]

Don Dixon is looking at their TESS 
lightcurves in more detail!

Or…poor fits by APOGEE, leading 
to anomalously cool Teff?? 

See Rachel Patton’s poster and 
forthcoming paper for more!

CMD — ImBaSE 2022 25 / 26
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• APOGEE’s formula for success:
(high-res spectra + multi-epoch RV curves)  x  ~105 Milky Way field stars 

=  large, statistical sample to study stellar multiplicity

• Sparse RV curves? No problem! Just use ΔRVmax to infer the presence of 
close companions up to log(P/d) ≤ 4.

• With this, we’ve found:
– Hints of tidal interactions via rotation: trends in data agree with simple rotational 

synchronization limits + attrition of short period systems as stars evolve

– Link between age, rotation, and binarity: age-dependent correlation between rotation 
and CBF agree with expectations from gyrochronology

Summary

CMD — ImBaSE 2022 26 / 26



EX: Future Work – Rapid Rotators

Nov. 15, 2022

• Likely to be synchronized: tightly 
constrain Porb and compare with Prot

– Seek follow-up RVs with MWM when needed

– Gaia DR3 should be able to help constrain radius 
and sin(i), improving Prot from v sin(i)

• Likely to be interacting: search light 
curves for signs of active interactions

– Can come from ASAS-SN, TESS, ZTF, Kepler, 
and in the future, LSST/VRO

• Unusually fast rotation: hyper-rotating 
when dwarfs, true binaries but unlucky 
RVs, or merger remnants??

CMD — ImBaSE 2022 27 / 26
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It may be impossible to tightly constrain a given binary’s Porb with 2-3 RVs…

But we can constrain Porb as a function of Fe and α abundances using the 
weak constraints of 100,000s of APOGEE/MWM stars!

EX: Future Work – Bayesian Inference + Porb

NSF Grant AST-1909022
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GK IV/V stars (Section 4), and Kepler EBs with F3V–K3V
primaries (Section 5). Based on the Raghavan et al. (2010)
volume-limited sample of solar-type stars, we also showed in
Section 2 that the binary fraction below logP(days)<6
(a200 au) is 50%±8% across −0.9<[Fe/H]<−0.4 and
25%±2% across −0.3<[Fe/H]<0.4. According to our
adopted lognormal period distribution, 55% of binaries below
logP(days)<6 are close binaries with logP(days)<4.
This provides close binary fractions of Fclose=28%±5%
and 14%±2% across −0.9<[Fe/H]<−0.4 and −0.3<
[Fe/H]< 0.4, respectively, which we also show in Figure 18.

All five samples/methods presented in Figure 18 exhibit a
quantitatively consistent anticorrelation between Fclose and
[Fe/H]. Because of the different methods used to identify
binaries in the various samples, it is difficult for them to
conspire to produce consistent results erroneously. The error
bars for each of the data points in Figure 18 incorporate not
only the measurement uncertainties according to their respec-
tive sample sizes but also the systematic uncertainties in
transforming the observed (incomplete) close binary fractions
into intrinsic bias-corrected close binary fractions. Attempting
to fit a constant Fclose to the 23 independent measurements in
Figure 18 results in a reduced χ2/ν=6.2 with ν=22 degrees
of freedom. Even after considering systematic uncertainties, we
can reject the null hypothesis that the close binary fraction of
solar-type stars is invariant with respect to metallicity at the
8.7σ significance level (p=2.2×10−18).

We instead adopt a weighted moving average for Fclose([Fe/H])
that can be accurately fitted by two line segments. The corrected
close binary fraction of solar-type stars decreases from Fclose=
53%±12% at [Fe/H]=−3.0 to Fclose=40%±6% at

[Fe/H]=−1.0 and then to Fclose=10%±3% at [Fe/H]=
+0.5. We display our two-segment fit to the various observations in
Figure 18. Across the full metallicity interval −3.0<[Fe/H]<
0.5, the close binary fraction of solar-type stars decreases by a
factor of ≈5. Metal-poor halo stars clearly have a higher close
binary fraction than metal-rich disk stars. Most of the variation in
Fclose occurs across the narrower interval −1.0<[Fe/H]<0.5,
whereby the close binary fraction decreases by a factor of≈4. Even
within the galactic disk, the close binary fraction of solar-type stars
decreases dramatically with metallicity. By interpolating our fit at
the mean metallicity of the field, i.e., [Fe/H]≈−0.2, we measure a
close binary fraction of Fclose=24%±4%. This matches the
close binary fraction inferred from volume-limited samples of solar-
type stars in the solar neighborhood (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991;
Raghavan et al. 2010; Tokovinin 2014; Moe & Di Stefano 2017).

6.2. Binary Period Distributions

Solar-type binaries in the field follow a lognormal
companion period distribution that peaks at log P(days)=4.9
(apeak≈40 au) with a dispersion of σlog P=2.3 (Duquennoy
& Mayor 1991; Raghavan et al. 2010; Tokovinin 2014). After
making small corrections for incompleteness (Chini et al. 2014;
Moe & Di Stefano 2017), the single-, binary-, triple-, and
quadruple-star fractions are Fsingle≈51%, Fbinary≈34%,
Ftriple≈12%, and Fquadruple≈3%, respectively. These frac-
tions provide the average multiplicity frequency of companions
per primary of fmult=Fbinary + 2Ftriple + 3Fquadruple=
0.67±0.05. We define the frequency flog P of stellar
companions per decade of orbital period such that

ò= ( )f f d Plog . 3Pmult
0

9

log

In Figure 19, we plot the lognormal period distribution flog P of
solar-type multiples in the solar neighborhood scaled to
fmult=0.67 across log P(days)=0–9 (black line).

Figure 18. Intrinsic close binary fraction (P<104 days; a<10 au) of
M1≈1 :M primaries as a function of metallicity after correcting for
incompleteness and other selection biases. We compare the measurements
from (1) SBs in samples of metal-poor giants (orange), (2) Kepler EBs with
solar-type dwarf primaries (blue), (3) a volume-limited sample of solar-type
primaries (magenta), (4) RV variables in the APOGEE survey of GK IV/V
stars (red), and (5) SBs in the Carney–Latham survey of high proper motion
stars (green). All five samples/methods show a consistent metallicity trend that
can be fitted by two line segments (black) in which the close binary fraction
decreases from Fclose=53%±12% at [Fe/H]=−3.0 to Fclose=
40%±6% at [Fe/H]=−1.0 and then to Fclose=10%±3% at [Fe/H]=
+0.5. Even after accounting for systematic uncertainties, the close binary
fraction of solar-type stars is anticorrelated with metallicity at the ≈9σ
significance level.

Figure 19. Frequency flog P of stellar companions per decade of orbital period.
We compare the canonical lognormal period distribution of solar-type multiples
in the solar neighborhood (black line) to the companion distribution of early-B
stars (dashed magenta line). We also show the metallicity-dependent period
distributions for solar-type primaries with [Fe/H]=−3.0 (blue), −1.0 (green),
−0.2 (orange), and +0.5 (red). The close binary fraction (log P<4;
a<10 au) of solar-type stars is significantly anticorrelated with metallicity,
while the frequency of wide companions (log P>6; a>200 au) is metallicity
invariant. As solar-type stars decrease in metallicity, both their binary fraction
and binary period distribution approach that of early-B stars.

21

The Astrophysical Journal, 875:61 (30pp), 2019 April 10 Moe, Kratter, & Badenes

MKB+19
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Compare the fastest rotators as a 
function of log(g):
• Gray squares: median v sin(i) of the 10 

fastest rotators

• Black arrows: v sin(i) of fastest rotator
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Compare the fastest rotators as a 
function of log(g):
• Gray squares: median v sin(i) of the 10 

fastest rotators

• Black arrows: v sin(i) of fastest rotator

Compare them against the max 
v sin(i) we expect from rotational 
synchronization, Prot ≈ Pcrit :

Stellar Multiplicity and Rotation 5

Figure 6. Theoretical constraints on �RVpp and v sin i assuming q = 1,
edge-on (iorb = 90�), circular orbits, perpendicular rotational axes (irot =
90�), and tidal synchronization (Porb=Prot). The diagonal lines are calculated
using equations 2-3 for P � Pcrit, where the circular point shows Pcrit and
hence the start of RLOF (equation 1). Shaded regions indicate the range
expected for 1�  irot  90�; for each point on the diagonal, follow the
shaded region straight down to see the range of expected v sin i values.
Horizontal lines emphasise the maximum v sin i expected at the start of
RLOF.

3 STELLAR MULTIPLICITY, ROTATION, AND

EVOLUTION

3.1 Rotation and log(g)

In the simplest approximation, we expect the orbital properties of
a binary to dictate its rotation period. In that case, the properties
of the orbit predict the range of allowed stellar rotation velocities,
and we can use this allowed range to interpret the distributions of
measured values and relate them to the physics of tidal interactions
in binary systems.

Assuming a star rotates as a rigid body, we can define its
rotation speed as

v sin(irot) =
2⇡
Prot

s
GM

g
sin(irot) (3)

v sin(i) / 1
Prot

s
GM

g
(4)

where g is the surface gravity, Prot is the period of rotation,
and irot is the inclination angle of the axis of rotation. This ignores
di�erential rotation, which has been observed with Kepler in single
stars (Reinhold et al. 2013; Reinhold & Gizon 2015) and more
recently in eclipsing binaries (Lurie et al. 2017; Jermyn et al. 2020).
For the sake of calculating upper limits, however, we will ignore
di�erential rotation and assume we can relate the observed rotation
speed v sin(irot) to a singular rotational period Prot via equation (3).

We distinguish between the orbital and rotational inclination
angles because it still unclear what the preferred system alignment
is (Justesen & Albrecht 2020). Neither of these angles are directly
measurable from our data, and so we will refer to our measured ro-
tation speeds as v sin i where i includes e�ects from both rotational
and orbital inclination angles.

We can relate our understanding of stellar evolution to expec-
tations for rotational synchronization by looking at the relationship
between log(g) and v sin i. As a Sun-like star ascends the RGB,
its log(g) will decrease and its radius will increase until it reaches
the TRGB. This gradually reduces the allowed range of semi-major
axes for a detached nearby companion as Pcrit for RLOF increases,
the tidal period lengthens, and the maximum v sin i decreases. In
this framework, we can calculate theoretical upper limits for mea-
sured quantities by assuming stellar masses that are representative
of our sample and combining equations (1) and (2) under these
assumptions:

(i) equal mass binary, q = 1
(ii) perpendicular rotation axis, irot = 90�
(iii) Pcrit is the minimum possible period
(iv) orbital synchronization occurring at the minimum period,

Prot=Porb=Pcrit

The resulting relationships between v sin i and log(g) are shown as
the solid lines in Fig. 4. We use solar metallicity models from the
MESA Isochrone and Stellar Tracks collaobration (MIST; Paxton
et al. 2011, 2013, 2015; Choi et al. 2016; Dotter 2016) to determine
the location of the TRGB (corresponding to the maximum radius
and lowest log(g)) for each mass, which is plotted as the terminal
symbol on each solid line. The grey squares in Fig. 4 represent the
median v sin i of the ten fastest rotators in each log(g) bin, with error
bars showing Poisson uncertainties, and the black stars indicate the
maximum observed v sin i.

3.2 Rotation and �RVmax

We now consider the joint relationship between RV variability,
stellar evolution, and stellar rotation through �RVmax, log(g), and
v sin i in Fig. 5. Starting from assumptions listed previously, we fur-
ther require an edge-on (iorb = 90�), circular (e = 0) orbit to find the
maximum �RVpp values as a function of log(g). These constraints
are shown as the diagonal lines, and the maximum �RVmax values
in our sample are nicely bounded by them, as Badenes et al. (2018)
noted with APOGEE DR13 data. The points in Fig. 5 are coloured
by v sin i and we observe a colour gradient with �RVmax: stars with
large RV variability are more likely to have large v sin i values.

To explore this relationship further, we relax our previous or-
bital synchronization condition (Prot=Porb=Pcrit) and allow the syn-
chronized period to be any value that is equal to or larger than the
critical period for RLOF (Prot=Porb�Pcrit). These assumptions lead
to the upper limits on �RVpp and v sin i shown in Fig. 6 for two
di�erent masses and two log(g) values corresponding to solar-type
main sequence (MS) and TRGB evolutionary phases. The shaded
region shows the range of expected rotation speeds if we vary irot
from 1 � 90�. The horizontal lines provide an expected upper limit
on the rotation speed for binaries with a given mass and log(g).
Note that this is not a hard upper limit, like the break-up velocity,
but is simply the point where RLOF begins and the system will
experience more complex interactions due to mass transfer.

Fig. 7 displays these constraints against the measurements for
our APOGEE dwarfs and giants. The upper left panel shows the
giants in red and the dwarfs in blue, together with the theoretical
upper limits calculated for a star with M = 1 M� , log(g)= 4.5. The
dwarfs are shown by themselves in the final panel, and the remaining
panels show the giants split into four bins in log(g).

The theoretical upper limits prove generally successful at con-
straining the data in both axes, and we recover the predicted upper
limit on v sin i as a function of log(g). From theory and Fig. 4, we
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1 INTRODUCTION

• Discuss yet again why close period binaries are so important
to study

• Discuss how close period systems can interact with one another
even before mass transfer/Pcrit

• Paragraph on theoretical expectations for orbital synchroniza-
tion, circularization, plus gyrochronology and why it’s hard

• Mention APOGEE survey and Jamie’s estimates briefly
• Mention what we intend to study and how we have gone about

doing it, including an overview of the paper’s sections

Sample citations: Badenes et al. (2018), (e.g. Mazzola et al.
2020). Multiple citations can be joined in a simple way like Holtz-
man et al. (2015, 2018).

2 SAMPLE SELECTION

Discuss the APOGEE data here as well as Jamie’s method for esti-
mating E sin 8 values. Fig. 1 should be referenced here.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Stellar multiplicity seen through �RVmax and E sin 8

Introduce equations 1-3 and then show Figs. 2-3.

E sin 8 =
2c
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s
⌧"

6
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Refer back to them as e.g. equation (2).

3.2 Stellar multiplicity, rotation, and ages

Here’s where we discuss the Kraft break and trends we expect to
see with age, referencing Fig. 4 before concluding.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The last numbered section should briefly summarise what has been
done, and describe the final conclusions which the authors draw
from their work.
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Huge discrepancies 
between isochronal 
and gyro ages, and 
not explainable by 
[Fe/H] differences!

Daher+2022
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EX: RV Curves – Sparsely-Sampled + ΔRVmax

How well does ΔRVmax capture the true RV variability of a 

(i) a very close binary: P = 1 day (a ≈ 0.02 AU)

(ii) a bit wider binary: P ≈ 27 years (a ≈ 11 AU)

Nov. 15, 2022 CMD — ImBaSE 2022 33 / 26



EX: RV Curves – ΔRVmax + Marginalize Over Inclination

Simulate 1000 systems with inclinations randomly sampled from a 
uniform distribution

Nov. 15, 2022 CMD — ImBaSE 2022 34 / 26



EX: RV Curves – fRVvar -> CBF

Nov. 15, 2022

Convert fRVvar into a completeness-corrected close binary fraction based 

upon simulated binaries and our chosen ΔRVmax threshold!

Adapted from Mazzola+2020
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EX: RV Errors – Observed

Nov. 15, 2022
To ensure the highest precision RVs, we preformed the

additional step of using the best-fit synthetic spectrum chosen
by ASPCAP as the RV template. The grid of synthetic spectra
used by ASPCAP is much finer than the RV mini-grid with
additional dimensions to account for [α/M], [C/M], and [N/
M]. In addition, the final model spectrum is achieved through
cubic Bézier interpolation in the grid of spectra. Therefore, the
ASPCAP best-fit template is a significant improvement over
the RV mini-grid template and provides a high-quality match to
the observed combined spectrum. This approach combines the
advantages of using a noiseless synthetic spectrum as a
template and using the combined observed spectrum to mitigate
the chances of template mismatch. In the cases when mismatch
did occur (e.g., due to a poor or failed ASPCAP solution), we
deferred to the RVs derived from the combined observed
spectrum template. In either case, the RVs we used for orbit
fitting were heliocentric RVs.

3.1.1. Analysis of RV Precision

To fully understand the types of companions to which we are
sensitive, we need a clear understanding of dependencies of the
RV precision on stellar parameters. Therefore, we created an
empirical model of the RV precision based on the primary
derived stellar parameters (Teff , glog , [Fe/H]) and the S/N for
each visit of the star:

T glog 1.56 4.87 10 0.135 log
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where S/N is the signal-to-noise ratio of the visit spectrum
from which the RV measurement was derived, and vT is the RV
measurement error in m s−1. This model was determined by
fitting a linear function of each parameter of interest using all
APOGEE stars with at least 8 visits, excluding stars used as
telluric standards and stars that have unreliable stellar
parameters. The left panel of Figure 2 displays two of the
stronger effects on RV error: [Fe/H] and S/N per visit. The
effects of glog and Teff are illustrated in the right panel. These
effects are closely related to the strength and number of
absorption lines in the spectra. For a typical solar metallicity
([Fe/H] = 0) giant (T 4000 Keff � , glog 3� ) and typical solar

metallicity dwarf (T 5000 Keff � , glog 4.5� ) stars with
S N 10� , we derive a typical RV precision of ∼130 m s−1

and ∼230 m s−1, respectively per visit. These are the random
RV uncertainties reported by the APOGEE pipeline, and are
likely to be underestimates of the true uncertainty (see
Appendix B.1).

3.1.2. Selection of Usable RVs and RV Variable Stars

RV measurements from observations with S N 5� , as well
visits that produced failure conditions in the RV pipeline, were
not included in the final RV curves submitted to the orbit fitter.
This reduced the number of stars for which Keplerian orbits
could be attempted from 14,840 to 9454 stars.
Likely RV variable stars were selected using the following

statistic:
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where v and vT are the RV measurements and their
uncertainties, and ṽ is the median RV measurement for the
star. The criterion was motivated by the false positive analysis
presented in Appendix A.1.2. There are also several additional
pieces of information that we used to pre-reject stars that would
have resulted in poor or erroneous Keplerian orbit fits.
Therefore we also removed stars with the following criteria:

1. The system’s primary must be characterized with reliable
stellar parameters (T g, logeff , [Fe/H]), so the ASPCAP
STAR_BAD flag must not be set for the star. Derivations
of the RVs and the physical parameters of the system
both rely on reasonable estimates of the stellar parameters
of the host star.

2. The star cannot have been used as a telluric standard.
These stars are selected for APOGEE observation for
their nearly featureless spectra, so it is likely that RVs
derived for these stars are unreliable and would lead to
false positive signals.

3. The combined spectrum from which the stellar para-
meters and RVs were derived cannot be contaminated
with spurious signals due to poor combination of the visit

Figure 2. Left Panel: precision of individual APOGEE visit RVs as a function of the metallicity ([Fe/H]) of the star with the color scale indicating the logarithm of the
S/N per visit. Right Panel: precision of individual APOGEE visit RVs as a function of the effective temperature (Teff ) of the star with the color scale indicating the
surface gravity ( glog ) of the star.
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RV errors, and thus the ΔRVmax core, increase based on sample properties

• lower log(g) (RV jitter)
• lower [Fe/H] (weaker lines)

Nov. 15, 2022

Figure 9, but is low enough to yield a total of 2088 bona fide
multiple systems, with enough systems in each log g sample for
statistical analysis (see Table 1). From Equation (2), the
minimum period required to get ΔRVmax=10 km s 1� is
log P=4.3 (2×104 days, or 54 years), which is close to the
expected circularization period for Sun-like stars at the tip of
the RGB (Figure 8). However, the temporal baselines in
APOGEE cannot probe such long periods (see Figure 7). The
longest period we are sensitive to with this ΔRVmax threshold
is that which can produce an RV shift of at least 10 km s 1� in
the longest baselines available in APOGEE (∼103 days), which
is about log P∼3.3, or 5.5 yr.

3.4. Physical Interpretation: Monte Carlo Models of RVmax%

The relationship between ΔRVmax and log g shown in
Figures 5 and 6 can be understood qualitatively through the
equations introduced in Section 3.2 and the interplay between
stellar multiplicity and stellar evolution. After ∼1Me primaries
exhaust H in their cores and leave the MS, they climb the RGB
and their log g drops from ∼4.5 to ∼0 as their radii increase
from ∼1 to ∼170 Re. For those in multiple systems, the
maximum value of ΔRVmax allowed for P=Pcrit drops from
∼400 to ∼30 km s 1� (Equation (3)). Because we cannot find
any multiple systems in APOGEE with ΔRVmax values above
these limits (i.e., to the right of the solid lines in Figure 5), all
systems with P<Pcrit must have been removed from the
sample by some efficient process. This removal of short
P systems also results in a lower number of stars observed at all
values of ΔRVmax, as seen in Figure 6, due to the projection
effect of random orbital inclinations (multiply Equation (3) by
a factor sin i that is randomly distributed between 0 and 1).
After core He ignition, the stars settle on the RC and their radii
decrease again to ∼10 Re, but their ΔRVmax distribution
remains similar to that of the larger stars at the tip of the RGB,
because their short-period companions have already been
removed during shell H burning.

A detailed quantitative evaluation of this scenario, including
constraints on multiplicity fractions and period distributions,
would require forward modeling of the APOGEE ΔRVmax

measurements within a hierarchical Bayesian scheme, taking
into account all the relevant stellar properties and the details of
the mass distributions and tidal interactions for the entire
sample (e.g., see Maoz et al. 2012; Walker et al. 2015). We
leave that analysis for future work, and here we examine the
main physical implications of our observations using a simpler
method.
We generate artificial populations of stars that can be

sampled with the APOGEE epochs using a Monte Carlo code.
Our code assumes that all photometric primaries are 1Me (see
Figure 4 and accompanying discussion), that the distribution of
mass ratios is flat (a good first approximation for short-period
companions to Sun-like stars, Moe & Di Stefano 2017), and
that orbital inclinations are random (i.e., the distribution of cos i
is uniform). For each run, we choose a MS multiplicity fraction
fm and24 an effective gravity log g. We adopt the period
distribution of Raghavan et al. (2010); see Figure 1 and
accompanying discussion), which we truncate at the value of
Pcrit that corresponds to the chosen log g (Equation (1)). We
assume that all systems with P<Pcrit have lost their
companions and can be considered single. We calculate Pcirc
from the theory of Verbunt & Phinney (1995) and the 1Me,
[Fe/H]=0 model of Choi et al. (2016) (Figure 8), and assume
that all orbits with Pcrit<P�Pcirc are circular. For longer
periods, the eccentricity is drawn from a uniform distribution
(Moe & Di Stefano 2017) between 0 and emax (Equation (4)).
We generate N systems with these parameters, each of which is
sampled with the epochs (number of visits and time lags
between visits) from a random APOGEE target, with the orbital
phase of the first visit drawn from a uniform distribution
between 0 and 2π. Thus, the Monte Carlo code captures the
main physics affecting the values of ΔRVmax with only three
free parameters: fm, log g, and N.
In Figure 10 we compare our Monte Carlo simulations with

the fraction of targets with ΔRVmax�10 km s 1� observed by

Figure 9. Logarithmic ΔRVmax distributions for the highest (left) and lowest (right) log g subsamples. For each subsample, we show all stars with the black
histogram, as well as the top tercile in [Fe/H] (blue histogram) and the bottom tercile in [Fe/H] (red histogram). The orange-to-red plots represent simulations of
ΔRVmax measurements without binaries, using the APOGEE epochs to sample constant RV curves with Gaussian RV errors with σRVerr=0.05 (lightest shade), 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 1.0 (darkest shade) km s 1� .

24 Although we only consider binary systems, we call this a multiplicity
fraction for consistency. In practice, most hierarchical multiple systems contain
a tight inner binary that is responsible for most of the RV variation (Tokovinin
et al. 2006; Duchêne & Kraus 2013).
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EX: CBF and Rotation – Gaia RUWEs

• RUWEs are larger for MS than for RG
• RUWEs are larger for RV variables and rapid rotators
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